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1ABSTRACT
The scattering matrix is normalized to complex n-port loads 
and some of the elementary properties of this generalized scattering 
matrix are discussed. The normalized scattering matrix is obtained in 
a straight-forward manner from both the current-basis and voltage-basis 
scattering matrices. These matrices are presented from the intuitively 
attractive viewpoint of measures of the deviation of actual circuit be­
havior from optimal circuit behavior. The optimal matching condition 
employed is the specialization to the time-invariant case of that 
obtained for complex, time-varying n-port networks excited by arbitrary
wave-forms.
2I. Introduction
The usefulness of the scattering matrix in circuit theory, and 
in many other branches of electrical engineering, is virtually unquestioned. 
Since its formal introduction to circuit theory in 1956 [l], the scatter­
ing matrix has been normalized to n complex loads on the imaginary axis 
[2] and this normalization has been extended to the entire complex 
plane [3], In this paper the scattering matrix for a complex n-port 
network is normalized to a complex n-port load network for the entire 
complex frequency plane.
Since the scattering matrix is a measure of the deviation from 
optimal behavior of actual behavior, the optimal loading condition for 
an n-port under arbitrary excitation is derived. The necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the existence of an optimal match to an n-port 
network (time-varying or not) are most easily obtained in the time domain: 
the adjoint matching condition is necessary; the energy absorbing 
condition is sufficient. The adjoint matching condition, when specialized 
to the frequency domain for complex, time-invariant n-port networks, is 
the basis for the normalization of the scattering matrix.
The matching situation is depicted in Fig.l; the unknown n-
port load network, , is to be chosen so as to absorb maximum energy
under arbitrary complex time function voltage excitations, v^Ct), v (t),
v (t).1gn• •} Assume at the outset that the given n-port network, N, can
3be characterized by an n X n complex impulse response matrix h(t,T): ’
oo
v(t) = J h(t,T> i(T> d*r, (1)
-O O
where v(t) is the complex n-vector of port voltages and i(t) is the
complex n-vector of port currents. The n-port matching situation is
shown symbolically in Fig. 2; the n X n complex impulse response
4matrix h^(t,T) must be chosen so as to absorb maximum energy,
o o  OO
= \ J i*(t) J [h^(t,T) + h|(T,t)] i(T) dT dt. (2)
-C O  -OO
The calculus of variations is to be applied to (2) to obtain the optimal
loading condition. Rather than the unknown impulse response matrix 
2(with 2n degrees of freedom) being varied, the current vector (with 
only 2n, n real and n imaginary, degrees of freedom) is varied to find 
the extremal; the load network impulse response matrix is then chosen 
as that which provides the extremal current. The energy absorbed by 
the load network can be written also as the difference between that 
extracted from the source and that absorbed by the given network:
= \ J {[i*(t)vg (t)+v*(t)i(t)] - i*(t) [h(t,T)+h*(T,t)]i(T)dt)dt. (3)
The necessary condition for the maximization of the quantity (3) is the 
Euler equation (cf., Appendix, (A.9)),
oo
Vg (t) - J [h(t,t )
-oo
+ h* (t , t) ] i (t ) dT — 0.
i
(4)
4But the n loop equations which must be satisfied at the ports (cf., Fig.
2) are given in matrix form by
o o
vg(t) - J [h(t,T> + h^(t,T)] ¿(t ) dT = 0. (5)
-o o
The combination of (4) and (5) yields
OO
J [h^(t,t ) - h*(T,t)] i(T) dT = 0. (6)
_ o o
One way to guarantee that (6) holds for arbitrary port currents, ¿(t), 
and, hence, arbitrary source voltages, v^(t), is to take
hi (t,T) = h* (T, t) , (7)
the adjoint matching condition. This condition, which assures maximum 
energy absorbtion by the load under arbitrary excitation (transient or 
steady-state), requires a completely anticipative load network to match 
a given causal network. Condition (7) is much too stringent when more 
detailed knowledge about the nature of the excitation is at hand (e.g., 
single frequency sinusoidal excitation). The condition sufficient for 
the existence of an optimum match is provided by the second variation
(c.f., Appendix, (A.13-A.15)):
o o  o o
Re {J a*(t) J [h(t,t ) <z (t )] dT dt} > 0, (8a)
-O O  -o o
for arbitrary nonzero currents, a(t) which satisfy the Euler equation
(without excitation),
o o
[h(t,T) + h*(T,t)] o (t ) dT = 0. (8b)
-OO
5The energy absorbing condition (8), which demands that the given network 
be lossy with respect to admissible spurious currents in the optimal 
matching situation, is to be expected. If (8) did not hold, there 
would be some excitation for which one of the following two situations
would arise:
!
1) the left-hand side of (8a) would equal zero, the 
given and matching networks would be lossless and 
adjoint, in the limit they would divide infinite 
energy;
2) the left-hand side of (8a) would be less than zero, 
there would be no upper bound on the amount of 
energy which could be delivered to the load, hence, 
no optimum.
Thus, condition (8) may be thought of as that of unconditional
stability.
The above results are easily specialized to time-invariant, 
complex n-port networks. The impulse response matrix for a given time- 
invariant network becomes
h(t,T) = h(t-T); (9)
thus, the adjoint matching condition (7) becomes
h.(t) = h*(-t). (10)
The complex frequency domain equivalent of (10) follows from the de­
finition of the impedance matrix by the two-sided Laplace transform:
6oor» h(t) e pt dt.z(p) ( 11 )
In the Appendix (c.f., (A.21)) it is shown that (10) and (11) combine
It is this condition which will be used to normalize the scattering 
matrix to n-port load networks in the following sections.
III. The Current- and Voltage-Basis Scattering Matrices
of the deviation from optimal behavior of actual behavior on both current 
and voltage bases; these matrices are extended to the (basis-free) 
normalized scattering matrix in the next section. Consider the loading 
situation depicted symbolically in Fig. 3, where the n-port load net­
work is characterized by the impedance matrix z(p), while the n-port 
network for which the scattering matrix is to be found is characterized
g
by the impedance matrix Z(p). The optimal match to the n-port load 
network is depicted symbolically in Fig. 4, where the (optimal) incident 
voltage and current are defined:
to yield the following matching load network characterization: 5
z^(p) = z^ip). (12)
In this section the scattering matrix is obtained as a measure
V (p) = [z(p) + z (p)] I.(p) ~g ~ ~i (13a)
7and
V^p) =£*<p) ^(P)- (13b)
Moreover, reflected voltage and current are defined by the difference 
between the actual quantities at the n-port and the incident quantities
V (p) = V (p) - V. (p) (14a)~r ~a ~i
and
I^p) = - [la(P> " Ii(p)]. (14b)
Supplementary to (13b) is the useful relation
V (p) = z(p) I (p), (15)iw p  i v  i v p  '
which arises from the combination of
Vg (p) = Va (p) + z(p) I&(p) (16)
with (13) and (14). The combination of (13a) with
Vg (p) = [Z(p) + z(p)] [^(P) - ¿r (P>] (17)
yields
[Z(p) + z(p)] I (p) = [Z(p) - z (p)] I„(p). (18)~ ~ ~r ~ ~i
IThe current basis scattering matrix, S-(p), is defined by the relation
I (p) = ^(p) I (p); (19)~r ~ ~x
therefore, from (18),
S^(p) = [Z(p) + z(p)] 1 [Z(p) - z^ip)]. (20)
8Notice that the current-basis scattering matrix is zero, 0 , when an 
optimal match exists. Another possible form for the current-basis 
scattering matrix is
S^(p) = 1n - XA (p) [z(p) + z^Cp)], (21)
where the augmented admittance matrix, YA (p), is given by
Ya (p ) = [Z(p> + z(p)] 1. (22)
Moreover, the current-basis scattering matrix can always be defined by 
(21) in terms of YA (p), even when Z(p) does not exist. Since z(p) is 
assumed to exist, Y.(p), which is the n-port short-circuit admittance 
matrix of the series combination of given and load networks, must exist 
for all passive Z(p) (and for most active Z(p) as well).
The extension of the above to the dual situation is straight­
forward. The load network is characterized by ;^ (p) and it is in parallel
with current sources, I (p), and the given n-port, Y(p), as shown in~g
Fig. 5. The optimal matching situation of Fig. 6 serves to define the 
incident quantities:
Ig (P) = [£<P> + Y*(P)1 V±(p) (23a)
and
I.(p) = y*(p) V.(P). (23b)
~ 1  X
The use of (23) and (14) in manipulations parallel to (16) - (18) above 
yields
[£(p) + Y(P)] Vr (p) = [y*(P) - Y(P>] V.(p). (24)
9The voltage-basis scattering matrix, £“ (p), is defined by the relation
V (p) = S-(p) V.(p); (25)~r ~ ~i
therefore, from (24),
S^(P) = [^(P) + Y(p )1 1 [&*(p ) “ Y(P)1- (26)
The voltage-basis scattering matrix is zero, 0^, when an optimal match 
exists. Moreover,the introduction of the augmented impedance matrix,
A
Z (p), as the open circuit impedance matrix of the parallel combination ~A 1
of the two n-ports ^(p) and Y(p) yields
S*(p) = - 1 + Z (p) [y(p) + y*(p)]. (27)~ ~n ~A ~
When ^(p) exists,
zA (p) = [y(p) + Y(p)] 1, (28)
which usually is not the inverse of YA (p), the augmented admittance 
matrix. The obvious relations between current-basis and voltage-basis 
scattering matrices normalized to the same load network,
S^(p) = y(p) S^(P) z*(P) (29a)
and
S^(p) = z(p) S^(p) y+(p), (29b)
do hold for scattering matrices obtained in the above manner.
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In this section the complex normalization scheme of Youla [3] 
is employed to obtain a basis-free, n-port normalized scattering matrix. 
The normalized scattering matrix is obtained first from the current- 
basis quantities; a similar derivation on the voltage basis is indi­
cated. It is at this juncture that the assumption that the impedance 
matrix z(p) representing the load network is rational need be made for 
the first time; the rationality of z(p) has not been required in any of 
the preceding development. The paraconjugate hermetian matrix r(p), 
defined by
£<P) = -| [z(p> + £*(P>] (30)
must be of normal rank n so that the normalization process may continue. 
Fortunately, this matrix is of normal rank n for all load networks which 
obey the energy absorbing condition (8). Under the above stated 
assumptions the paraconjugate hermetian matrix r(p) admits of a right- 
standard factorization,
A /V
r(p) = h(p) h^(p), (31)
* 7where the n X n matrix h(p) has the following properties:
A A ^
1) h(p) and [h(p>] are both rational and analytic in
Re p > 0; (32a)
A
2) h(p) is unique to within a constant unitary
n X n matrix multiplier on the right. (32b)
11
Moreover, any right-standard factorization,
r(p) = h(p) h^Cp), (33)
where the n X n rational matrix h(p)— but not necessarily [h(p)] *—
/v
is analytic in Re p > 0, must be obtained from h(p) by
A
h(p) = h(p)7j(p), (34)
7where T](p) is a regular n x n paraconjugate unitary matrix,
2<P> 2*(P> = in' (35)
For present purposes the matrix Tj(p) is to be chosen as that n xn 
paraconjugate unitary matrix of minimal degree which renders the 
n X n matrix d(p), defined by
d(p) = h(p) [h^(p)] 1, (36)
analytic in Re p > 0. Thus, the n x n matrix h(p) is determined in an 
essentially unique manner.
It is the matrix h(p) which is used to define the normalized
If Ifwaves :
a(p) = h^(p) ¿±(p) (37a)
is the normalized incident wave and
b(p) = h(p) I (p) (37b)~ ~ ~r
is the normalized reflected wave. The normalized scattering matrix 
S(p) provides the relation
12
b(p) = S(p) a(p); (38)
and, from (21), (30), (33), (36), and (37), S(p) is given explicitly 
by
S(p) = d(p) - 2h(p) YA (p) h(p). (39)
The normalization starting from the voltage basis is 
essentially the same as the above. The paraconjugate hermetian matrix
g(p) - \ [y(p) + y*(p)l (4 0)
is subjected to a right-standard factorization,
g(p) = k(p) ¿^(p), (41)
such that the n x n matrix k(p) is analytic in Re p > 0 and of minimal 
degree, and the n X n matrix e(p), defined by
e(p) = k(p) [k*(p)J 1 (42)
is analytic in Re p > 0. The normalized "waves" are defined by means of 
the matrix k(p):
a(p) = k (p) V.(p) (43a)~ ^  "'l
is the normalized incident wave and
b(p) = k(p) V (p) (43b)~ ~ ~r
is the normalized reflected wave. It follows from the above and (27) 
that the normalized scattering matrix is also given by
S(p) = - e(p) + 2k(p) Z (p) k(p). ^ ^ ^ (44)
The reader can verify that the relations
z(p) = [k(p)] 1 h(p) (45a)
and
z(p) = h(p) [k(p)] 1 (45b)
hold; these relations are demanded for the consistency of (37) and 
(43) with (13b) and (15).
V. Properties of the Scattering Matrix
Thus far three distinct, though interrelated, scattering 
matrices have been discussed. The current- and voltage-basis scattering 
matrices of Section III exist even when the load network is not re­
presentable by rational matrices, whereas the complex normalized scatter­
ing matrix does not. On the other hand, the complex normalized scatter­
ing matrix has a number of interesting properties which are not shared 
by the others.
One of the most useful properties of the scattering matrix is 
that it gives a measure of the optimal transducer power gain; that this 
property still holds for the scattering matrix normalized to complex n- 
ports can be seen most easily from an investigation of the average power 
entering the given network in the sinusoidal steady-state. The definitions 
of the normalized "waves" a(p) and b(p), (37) and (43) combined with 
those of incident and reflected voltages and currents, (14) and (13b) and
14
(15), yield expressions for the actual voltage and current at the given 
n-port in terms of these normalized quantities:
Ia(P> = [¿^(p)]""1 a(p) - [h(p>] 1 b(p) (46a)
and
V&(p) = z^ip) [h*(p)] 1 a(p) + z(p) [h(p)] 1 b(p); (46b)
or
I (p) = y (p) [k (p)] 1 a(p) - y(p) [k(p)] 1 b(p) (47a)w
and
V (p) = [k (p)] 1 a(p) + [k(p)] 1 b(p). (47b)~a ~ ~
It is well to note at this point that either (46) or (47) could have 
been taken as the definition of a(p) and b(p) (by inverting the re­
lations) thus circumventing most of Sections III and IV; however, such 
an approach, although entirely correct, leaves much to be desired in 
terms of motivation and one's ultimate understanding and use of scatter­
ing concepts. The average power entering the network in the sinusoidal 
steady-state is given by
PAVE = Ì Va(jw>], (48)
g
which in terms of (46) becomes
PAVE = a(ja>) ” b*(jco) b(joo). (49)
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The relation between incident and reflected normalized waves provided 
by the complex normalized scattering matrix, (38), when inserted in 
(49) yields the power expression
= a*<jw) U  - S*(jco) S (jco) ] a(jw). (50)
Since, a(jco) is completely arbitrary, and a passive network cannot 
produce power, the condition for passivity for the given network is
1 - S*(jco) S(jco) > 0, (51)~n ~ ~ — *
where the greater-than or equal sign is taken to mean that the matrix 
on the left-hand side of (51) is nonnegative-definte. Moreover, the 
complex normalized scattering matrix has been constructed (for causal 
given and load networks) to be analytic in the right-half p-plane, so 
that, by the maximum modulus theorem, the passivity condition (51) can 
be extended to the entire right-half p-plane:
1 - S*(p) S(p) > 0 in Re p > 0. (52)~n ^ ^ — ——  — ' —
This property does not apply to the current- and voltage-basis scatter­
ing matrices; on the other hand, the characterization for a strictly 
lossless network is the same for all three scattering matrices:
S.(p) S(p) = 1 ; (53a)~ ~n
sj(p) ^(p) = 1 ; (53b)n
V V£l(p) S*(p) = 1 . (53c)
16
This property follows most easily from a consideration of expressions 
(39), (20), and (26) for the three scattering matrices and the obser­
vation that the time domain condition for strict losslessness,
h(t,T) = - h*(t ,t), (54)
carries over into the frequency domain as
z(p) = - z^ip), (55)
and, of course, the alternate statements, such as (53).
It is but a short step from (50) to show that the optimal 
transducer power gain (that from port k to port i when the load net­
work is n-port matched) in the sinusoidal steady-state is given by
Gki(u) = |si,k(J“ )| > (56)
where S^Oco) is the i,k-element of the complex normalized scattering 
matrix. Other properties usually associated with the scattering matrix 
are modified slightly. The complex normalized scattering matrix is 
symmetric if both the given and loan networks are reciprocal,
S ’(p) = S (p). (57)
The above are the elementary properties of scattering matrices normalized 
to complex n-port load networks which will be summarized in the next
section.
17
VI. Summary and Conclusions
The time domain adjoint matching condition for n-port networks 
(7) has led to the development of the current-basis, voltage-basis, and 
the basis-free complex normalized scattering matrix. All three are 
founded on the concept of expressing deviations of actual from optimal 
behavior under n-port loading. The current- and voltage-basis scatter­
ing matrices have no requirements of rationality, whereas the complex 
normalized scattering matrix can only be obtained for load networks 
representable by rational matrices (the given network is not so re­
stricted) . The complex normalized scattering matrix enjoys the follow­
ing characteristics:
1) S(p) is analytic in Re jd > 0 for passive networks;
2) - S*(p) S(p) > 0 for Re j) > 0 for passive 
networks;
3) S*(p) S(p) = 1^ for strictly lossless networks;
4) S*(p) = S(p) when both the network and its load 
are reciprocal;
i 2
5) Gw fo>) = S (jw)| is the optimal transducer power
gain from port k to port i
Only property (3) is shared by the current- and voltage-basis scattering 
matrices. It is expected that this new scattering matrix normalized to 
complex n-port loads will be useful in further investigations of the
matching problem.
18
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APPENDIX
The adjoint matching condition (7) and the energy absorbing 
condition (8) are obtained by means of the calculus of variations. The 
former is then specialized to the frequency domain for time-invariant 
network matching.
First the currents must be expressed in terms of their in­
dependent real and imaginary parts,
i(t) = £(t) + j£(t). (A.1)
An expression for the load energy (less compact than (3), but more 
useful for present purposes) is
ei = J + xg<t>]
- j£* (t) - [v (t) - v (t) ] 
^ S S
-  £ ’ <*>
-
+ j£* (t)
- ^'(t)
- (h(t,t ) + h(t,t )) £(t ) dr
L  -OO
OOJ (h(t,T) - h(t,T>) £(t ) dT 
_0 0  
r oo
■| (h(t ,t ) - h (t,t ) ) £(t ) dT 
\ (h(t,*r) + h(t,T>) J(t ) dT j- dt. (A. 2)
The variation must be taken with respect to both the real and imaginary 
parts of the currents:
£(t) = £(t) + 6£(t) = Jit) + € £(t) (A.3a)
20
and
i(t) =*(t) + 6*(t) = *(t) + € *(t), (A.3b)
where £,(t) and ^(t) are arbitrary real n-vectors and € is a "small" 
parameter. For a maximum the first variation of must be zero while 
the second variation is negative:
62. f [ e , (  ®(t), £(t))]) =0, (A.4a)1 de f ~ e=0
for arbitrary £,(t) and £(t) and "small" €;
62e. = e2 { [e.(£(*), £0;))]} < o, (a .4b)
1 1 €=0
for arbitrary £,(t) and £(t) and "small" €. The first variation, 
obtained from (A.2), (A.3), and (A.4a) is

22
6£„ = 6 J £'(t> { \ [xg(t) + ~g(t)]
-oo
oo
- J + + ¿'-(Tit) + h' (t ,t) ] £(t ) dr
-oo
OO
- 3 J \ [h(t,T) - h(t,*r) - h ’(T,t) + h ’(T,t>] J(t ) dT^ dt
£'(t) { " J \ t ~g (t) " ~g(t)^
- J -| [h(t,T> + h(t,t ) + h ’(T,t) + h'(t , t ) ] J(t ) dr
_po
oo
+ j J [h(t,T> - h(t,T> - h '(t ,t) + h '(t , t ) ] £(t ) cJt| dt. (A. 6)
-oo
°a
«
-OO
Since £,(t) and |r(t) are independent, (A.6) indicates 2n Euler equations
r+J
which are given in matrix form by
1 _ °p i _ _- [v (t) + v (t)] - - [h(t,t) + h(t,t) + h '(t ,t) + h '(t,t)] $(t) dT^ ~g g J ^ ~ ~ ~-oo
oO
- j J [h(t,T> - h(t,t ) - h * (t ,t) + h'(T,t>] £(t ) dT = 0 (A.7a)
and
1
2 [v (t) - ~g
- J
vg(t>] - J  ^ [¿(t,T> - h(t, t) - h ' (t, t) + h' (t,t ) ] £(t)
-OO
OO
2 + h(t, t) + h' (t,t) + h' (t,t) ] J(t) dT = 0.
dT
(A.7b)
—oo
The sum of these two equations, which contains all of the information of 
the separate equations, is
23
vg(t) - J [h(t,T> + h'(T,t>] £(t ) c!t
“ DO
OO
- j J [h(t,t ) + h*(t ,t) ] £(t ) dT = 0, (A.8)
-OO
or more simply,
OO
Vg (t) - J [h(t,t ) + h*(T,t)] i(T> dT = 0. (A.9)
-D O
9 , xThis Euler equation appears in the text as Equation (4), where it is
used to obtain the adjoint matching condition (7):
(t,T> = £*(T,t) (A.10)
The second variation is most easily obtained by taking another variation 
of (A.5); then, condition (A.4b) for a maximum becomes
- 2 e2 J {¿'(t) J \ <h(t,T) + h(t,T)) £,(t ) dr
-O O
+ j £'(t)
L  “ DO
OO
" J  § ’ ( t )
(h(t,t ) - h(t,t )) £(t ) dT 
■ 5 (h(t,T) - h(t,t ) ) C(t ) dT
r 00
r 1
+ ? ’(t)
■ OO “jJ (h(t,T) + h(t,T)) £(t ) dT j dt < 0. (A.11)
Upon the introduction of the new quantity
2 (t) = £(t) + J?(t), (A. 12)
(A.11) can be restated as
OO
He ^ J a*(t) J h(t,T) «(t ) dT dt| > 0, (A. 13)
24
for admissible varied nonzero currents, a(t). In the optimal situation 
(i.e., when the Euler equation (A.9) holds) the equation satisfied by a 
nonoptimal current, i(t) + a(t), is
OO
v (t) - I* [h(t,T> + h*(t,t) ] [¿(t) + a(*r)] dT = 0. (A.14)il-oo
The difference between the Euler equation (A.9) and (A.14) yields the 
equation for admissible current variations,
oo
[h(t,T) + h*(t ,t) ] ol(t ) dr = 0. (A.15)
-oo
It is the nontrivial solutions of (A.15) only which are to be used in 
condition (A. 13); this test is that of demanding a negative second 
variation on the extremal for a maximum. The above development is 
summarized in the energy absorbing condition (8).
The matching network impulse response is given in the time- 
invariant case by (10)
Jh (t) = h*(-t) . (A.16)
The two-sided Laplace transform of h(t) is (11)
OO
z(p) = J h(t) e Pt dt. (A.17)
-oo
Therefore,
OO —
z*(p) = f h*(t) e dt, (A.18)
-OO
OO
z*(-p) = f h*(t) ePt dt, (A.19)
-oo
and, finally, upon the substitution t -> -t,
25
oo
z*(-p) = J h*(-t) e"pt dt. (A.20)
-oo
Thus, in the notation of Youla [5] the n x n complex impedance matrix 
representing the optimal load network is given by
2.<p > = 5*(P>- (A.21)
1
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1 FOOTNOTES
1 1. A more general matching problem can be formulated and solved [4], 
but it is unnecessary to be any more general for present purposes
1 since the over-all results are the same.
1 2. The impulse response matrix is taken to be possibly complex for complete generality; the results can be specialized to less
1 general cases.
3. The extension to situations where such a characterization is not
1 possible is obvious; consequently, it will not be considered here.
1 4. From this point on the terminology and notation will be that of Youla [5]; in order to avoid a useless rehash, it is assumed that
1 the reader is familiar with the general results of this reference. Thus, super asterisk indicates conjugate transpose:
1 m* = m '.
1
1
5. The notation here is
2*(P) s m*(-p),
which was introduced by Youla [5].
1 6. The matrix Z(p) is assumed to exist for the present; this restriction 
is relaxed in Equation (21).
1
1
7. These properties are some of those found in Theorem 2 of Youla 
[Ref. 5, pp. 175 & 176], only here the right-standard, rather than 
left-standard, factorization is considered.
1 8. This expression follows simply when it is observed that
m^(p) = m*(p)
1
1
when p = jco.
27
9. The Euler equation obtained here is a simple extension of that 
obtained for real, symmetrical, scalar kernals in R. Courant and 
D. Hilbert, Methods of Mathematical Physics, Interscience, New 
York, p. 205; 1953.
Fig. 1. The Time-Varying n-Port Matching Situation
29
h (t,r)
Fig. 2. Symbolic Representation of the Time-Varying n-Port 
Matching Situation
Fig. 3. An n-Port Network Series Loaded by an n-Port Network
31
**(p>
Fig. 4. Optimal Matching Situation: Series Load
Ç
32
Fig. 5. An n-Port Network Parallel Loaded by an n-Port Network
33
Fig. 6. Optimal Matching Situation: Parallel Load
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